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Abstract
In recent world, human activity recognition has drawn much attention in the field of human
computer interaction. There is a growing demand of activity recognition in different areas
of everyday living, such as health-care systems like patient health monitoring, home-based
rehabilitation, entertainment, and many more. In this research, we are aiming to use activ-
ity recognition theory in health-care system to monitor patient behavior during the waiting
time at clinical visits. In todayâĂŹs health-care system, patients wait about 22 minutes
on average in doctorâĂŹs offices, and more than four hours in emergency departments. As
wait time increases, patient satisfaction drops. With a growing consumer-mindedness of
instant gratification or satisfaction, health care providers or hospitals are looking ways to
improve productivity, like shortening each patientâĂŹs path through the health care system,
perhaps, adopting measures such as clinics using kiosks, and not reception desks, speedier
check-in for returning patients, and taking measures to funnel visitors to the appropriate
part of the clinic or hospital when appointments have been arranged earlier, while providing
more attentive face-to-face care to those who are first timers to the system and in need.
The purpose of this study is to investigate a computer-based means to obtain useful data
on typical human behaviors during visits to clinics. A framework to implement the technol-
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ogy to study human behavior has been proposed by Tao Ma[15] recently. In his four-layer
hierarchical framework, computer vision is used to study and understand human behavior
through body movements. We explore a second framework developed by Saguna et al. [25]
which uses probability theory and statistical learning methods to discover complex activity
signatures. Additional modalities of information, such as speech, facial expressions, time-
based contextual information can also be incorporated to interpret various human behaviors
and elicit the cognitive processes used in analyzing the workflow of normal activities.
Appertaining to the vast area of human behavior study, a particularly interesting setting
to study body movements in analyzing human behavior is in a common venue of our daily
life, in particular, typical visit to a doctorâĂŹs clinic or a hospital. No study has been
conducted thus far, to our best knowledge, to understand patientâĂŹs satisfaction during a
clinical visit based on real-time body movements and gestures of the patients in the wait-
ing lounge. In this research work, we further explore the existing framework to represent
the small cosmos of waiting rooms in clinic, and to apply mathematical models to derive
individual complex behavior, often found in this setting. The first section of the research
explores the background and theory of the two frameworks: First, is the 4-layered hierar-
chical framework, namely the 4 layers are: 1) Feature extraction, 2) Behavior classification,
3) Individual behavior sequence, and 4) Social interaction. Second, is the Context-Driven
Activity Theory, where, we created a complex activity dataset with 12 activities performed
by a patient which depicts some very simple and common activities that a patient involves in
during the waiting time. We then apply the frameworks in order to validate the performance
of the existing works.
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This study discusses how the results can be particularly beneficial for understanding a patien-
tâĂŹs experience and make recommendations for improving the quality of patient experience
in the United States. Ultimate objectives for such set of collected data and analysis include
making work flow in clinics or hospitals more efficient, optimizing office staff functions, and
increasing face-to-face time between physicians and patients.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The purpose of this study is to examine the patient behavior during the wait time in a clinic
or hospital waiting lounge. The patient experience at a clinical visit is significantly influenced
by time spent waiting for provider care. Numerous survey research shows that one of the key
aspect of patient’s dissatisfaction with an encounter at a hospital or clinic is the prolonged
waiting time that is involved during a visit. Not only are metrics regarding the likelihood to
recommend and the overall satisfaction with the experience negatively impacted by longer
wait times, but increased wait times also affect perceptions of information, instructions, and
the overall treatment provided by physicians and other caregivers.
According to Clifford Bleustein, et al. [12] wait times can be observed in a various num-
ber of ways. That includes delays in scheduling either for testing procedures, or physicians
themselves, as well as wait times in the emergency departments. Time spent in a clinic or
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hospital can be categorized into a number of distinct sections. First, the patient spends time
in a “waiting room”. Second, they are placed in a queue to be brought to the “examination
room”, where, after some initial screening, the patient awaits the arrival of the primary
healthcare provider, usually a physician. The third segment is the examination and con-
sultation. Figure 1.1 shows the workflow of a patient for an Ambulatory Care Unit (ACU)
appointment.
Figure 1.1: Patient process for an ACU appointment
One of the factors that determine the quality of a healthcare service is to be able to
mitigate patient’s expectation with positive experience provided by clinic’s environment
that could improve the perceived service rendered by the healthcare providers.
Forward-thinking healthcare systems are adopting new strategies and techniques to
transform each patient’s path through the system, like building clinics free of reception
desks, installing kiosks for expedite check-in process, reinventing emergency departments to
channel visitors to the appropriate part of the hospital [16]. Such designs are based on
assumptions: such as older patients would prefer in-person contact, while younger patients
might be more keen toward the idea of quick and easy electronic check-in. But
demographics meant little; instead, preferences varied depending on the type of patient,
reasons for visiting and the frequency of appearances. A patient who returns often might
be okay with pressing a couple of buttons on a terminal to check in, while someone who
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rarely sets foot in a hospital would prefer a live body to help guide the process.
Figure 1.2 shows a survey of patient’s satisfaction rate according to the waiting time in a
doctor’s visit.
Figure 1.2: The Relationships Between Waiting Times and Average Satisfaction Scores
Another survey shows that wait time is not the only factor that determines the satisfaction
scores. Satisfaction scores can also vary depending on the age of the patient. Figure 1.3
show a survey of Relationship between age and Average Satisfaction Scores
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Figure 1.3: The Relationships Between age and Average Satisfaction Scores
Patient satisfaction has been a concern for a long time. Several measures have been
adopted to analyze patient satisfaction scores during the wait times in hospitals or clinics as
this factor greatly affects the quality of care. However, all the studies are based on surveys
conducted on a group of people.
Clifford Bleustein, MD, MBA et al. in his reserach of analyzing the impact of waiting
time on patient satisfaction, collected data from 11,352 survey responses by patients over
the course of 1 year across 44 ambulatory clinics within large academic medical center. A
questionnaire proved that longer waiting times are negatively associated with the patient
satisfaction scores which in turn affects the quality of care provided by the clinic [12].
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In another similar research by Roger T Anderson et al. on relationship between patient
wait time and willingness to return for care and patient satisfaction rating, survey was con-
ducted on 5,030 patients which also indicated how wait time affected the satisfaction scores
[14]. Likewise there are other several studies that indicate the negative association between
increased waiting times and patient’s satisfaction with primary care.
Our research can add great value to the existing knowledge of the patient-satisfaction scores
during a clinical visit by conducting a real-time analysis of patients behaviors based on their
body movements using Kinect. The research can be further extended to include speech and
facial emotion recognition for a complete understanding of how patient prefer to spend their
time during those long waiting hours. Health care providers can use the study to create
more suitable designs for waiting lounges to make the patient experience more pleasant and
satisfactory.
1.2 Problem Statement
This research addresses a very common and important issue in United States health care
system which is the long waiting time that is associated with any doctor’s visit. Several arti-
cles are published on how to come up with a suitable design for the waiting rooms in order to
ease the situation of the patients. All the current survey shows that the patient satisfaction
drops with increased wait times. A survey was conducted with 11,352 patients regarding
patients satisfaction with provider care, and the results clearly showed that prolonged wait
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times negatively affected the every aspect of patient’s experience [11]. Thus, analyzing hu-
man behavior real-time during the prolonged waiting periods has great potential values and
can be used to improve the quality of health-care. It can be used to study and analyze how
most patients prefer to spend their times in the waiting lounge.
The current methodology of estimating the patient satisfaction score is based on the survey
research. Though surveys are simpler to regulate, however the reliability of survey data may
depend on several factors. Respondents may not feel the significance of providing accurate
and honest answers, which can result in faulty contribution towards the survey research.
Respondents may not feel comfortable providing answers that present themselves in a unfa-
vorable manner. Respondents may not be fully aware of their reasons for any given answer
because of lack of memory on the subject, or even boredom. Surveys with closed-ended
questions may have a lower validity rate than other question types. Data errors due to
question non-responses may exist. The number of respondents who choose to respond to a
survey question may be different from those who chose not to respond, thus creating bias.
Survey question answer options could lead to unclear data because certain answer options
may be interpreted differently by respondents. For example, the answer option “somewhat
agree” may represent different things to different subjects, and have its own meaning to each
individual respondent. “Yes” or “no” answer options can also be problematic. Respondents
may answer “no” if the option “only once” is not available. Customized surveys can run the
risk of containing certain types of errors.
Hence, deriving such conclusions about patient satisfactions through conducting surveys
on patients may leave us with erroneous data and making assumptions on ways to improve
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patient experience can go futile.
This research is based on capturing real-time activities of patients during the wait time
in order to analyze the patient’s behavior. Video cameras and other sensors can be placed in
the waiting rooms to capture patient’s activities along with other essential context attributes.
Context and situation based information help frame logical derivations of activities, behav-
iors, scenes etc.
To handle this problem, we are applying two already proposed frameworks: The 4-layered
hierarchical social interaction framework [15] and Situation and Context Aware Activity
Recognition framework and Context Driven Activity Theory [25]. We collect data from
clinic waiting lounge observing patients and their activities, including the time frames. We
even record a simple replica of the waiting lounge scene in order to develop an user interface.
The data collected by Kinect sensor is processed to extract the features from joint points and
then to classify into activities based on the upper limb and lower limb movements by using
SVM. The data collected from a clinic waiting lounge is used to define 12 complex activities.
We apply probabilistic and Markov chain analysis to discover complex activity signatures
and analyze concurrent and interleaved activity. The CDAT has proved to provide and ac-
curacy as high as 95.73% with reduced training data sets and inference time as compared
to other learning techniques like Bayesian Network and Naive Bayes. The following sections
proceeds with giving an overview of the frameworks and technology employed. Followed by
the application of the framework in our context. Lastly, we show the experimental results
and performance evaluations.
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1.3 Technical Background Review
1.3.1 4-layered Social Interaction Framework
The framework we are using in this context is an extension of the framework that has been
recently proposed by Tao Ma[15]. It is a 4-layered hierarchical framework which mathemat-
ically describes pairwise and individual social interactions by deriving body motion features
from sensor data. A bottom up view of the framework is explained as follows.
The first layer extracts body motion features from the skeleton data, and objects and fea-
tures from RGB data as received from the Kinect sensor. We even consider the surrounding
environmental features which includes tables, doors, chairs, cabinets, etc.
The second layer recognized 9 basic gestures for upper limbs and lower limbs. We clas-
sify the lower limb as Type-1 and upper limb as Type-2 behaviors. It includes 3 simple
type-1 gestures - Standing, walking and sitting and 6 simple type-2 gestures: waving, talk-
ing over cell phone, reading magazine, sleeping while seated, seated relaxed, and making
hand gestures while talking. Along with the behaviors, the user height is also considered in
this layer. Currently, we are considering very specific and simple social roles for each person.
Figure 1.4 gives a pictorial representation of the social interaction framework.
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Figure 1.4: 4 layered heirarchical framework of social interaction
The third layer generates meaningful sequence of individual behaviors. The factors con-
sidered in this layer is derived from the Type-1 and Type-2 behaviors we defined in the
previous layer alongside the surrounding environmental features, social roles and object be-
haviors.
The fourth and the last layer generates pairwise social interactions. It uses the same features
as the third layer, but considers two person in the frame at the same time. It also refers to
the same Type-1 and Type-2 behaviors defined in the second layer. However, this research
is limited to recognizing and modeling individual behavior sequences only. The framework
is well defined to handle pairwise social interactions.
The detailed description of each layer and the implementation in our test bed will be
found in the later chapters.
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1.3.2 Context-Driven Activity Theory
The potential of activity theory lies in the attention that it gives to multiple dimensions of
analyzing human engagement with the world. Saguna et al. proposed a model for recogniz-
ing multiple concurrent and interleaved complex activities using a Context Driven Activity
Theory (CDAT) [22-25]. Human activity recognition involves collection of training data, and
applying activity recognition models based on different machine learning techniques to the
training data sets to test the models.
As described by Winograd [53], the word “Context” has been derived from : “con” which
means “with” and “text”. The use of Context is to infer Atomic activities, Complex activities
based on situations. It has been observed that situations can be used to trigger actions by
a person. Complex Activities occur when multiple atomic activities occur sequentially or
interleaved in time, whereas, Atomic Activities are the simplified unit level activities that
can not be decomposed further given the application semantics. It can also be described as
a leaf in the tree structure of the activity hierarchy. Figure 1.5 shows the low-level atomic
activities forming into high-level complex activities.
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Figure 1.5: Atomic activities to Complex Activities
The framework uses wearable on-body, non-wearable or mobile sensor data along with the
context information to derive activity signatures of sequential, concurrent and interleaved
activities. The author develops the Complex Activity Recognition Algorithm using
probabilistic data analysis and Markov Chain analysis to establish the complex activity
signatures. The framework has proved to achieve an accuracy of 95.73%, reduces the
inference time by 32.5% and reduces the training data by 66%. The details of the approach
has been described and implemented later in the following chapters.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
The analysis of human Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) has been one of the most prevailing
areas of interest in the field of computer vision since a decade. It has a wide range of
applications in the field of health monitoring, sports, natural disasters or emergencies to
name a few. In recognizing the human activities, a common assumption made is all the
activities are performed in an isolated(sequential) manner and are independent of each other.
Realistically, people are involved in more complicated forms of activities and there are several
challenging factors involved in recognizing them [30].
• Concurrent Activity
One may be involved in one or more activities at the same time. Hence, unlike a
sequential activity, there is an overlap of start and end times of each activity.
• Interleaved Activity
Real life activities can be interleaved. One may pause the current activity to perform
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a different activity and can resume the previous activity after a duration of time.
For example, if someone answers the door while preparing a meal, he/she pauses the
cooking activity to get involved in a opening the door and may resume cooking in a
later time.
• Ambiguity of interpretation
Similar activities may have variant interpretations. For example, opening a drawer can
be for ’item lookup’ or ’cleaning’.
• False Start
One may start an activity but move to another task leaving the first activity incomplete.
This may be because some other task requires higher and immediate attention or simply
because he/she forgot about the previously started activity.
• Social Interactions
In an interactive environment, often more than one resident is present, and involves
activities performed together or in parallel. For example, playing games with multiple
users.
The goal of activity recognition is to recognize mundane human activities in real life settings.
In this research, we are trying to capture and analyze human activities involved during the
wait-time in order to derive the satisfactory quotient in a clinical visit.
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Activity Recognition Approaches
There are currently two main approaches to recognize human activities: Sensor-based activ-
ity recognition and Vision-based activity recognition.
Sensor-based activity recognition With the emerging field of wireless sensor networks
technology, monitoring ADLs through various sensors have been of major interest in pervasive
computing. Various wearable and non-wearable sensors are employed to collect data, which
are usually analyzed using machine learning and data mining techniques. Activity models are
designed based on these techniques to further analyze the data using pattern recognition.
Wearable sensors like inertial measurement units like accelerometers, gyroscopes, magne-
tometers, vital sign processing devices such as temperatures, heart rate and RFID tags are
attached to human body to gather behavioural information. However, there are two major
limitations to this approach. Firstly, most real world problems include complex physical
motions and involves multiple social interactions. Secondly, the wearable sensors includes
technical issues like battery life, size etc or may involve the problem with acceptability to
use to wear them by human in everyday living.
Vision-based activity recognition This involves using visual sensing devices like cam-
eras to monitor human behavior and environmental factors. It plays a very important role in
the field of human-computer interactions and user interface design. The approach uses va-
riety of modalities like video cameras, microphone and infra-red, to capture human activity
and environmental informations. The generated sensor data are digitized visual data or video
sequences. The advantage of this approach lies in the ability to track single user or a group
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of users. Vision-based activity recognition approach exploits computer vision techniques,
that includes body motion feature extraction, structural modeling and movement analysis
and other visual observations for pattern recognition. Our research is based on vision-based
activity recognition approach.
2.2 Literature Review
Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
One of the most simple and common approach to activity recognition is the Hidden Markov
Model (HMM). As defined in Wiki [36], ”HMM is a statistical Markov model in which the
system being modeled is assumed to be a Markov process with unobserved (hidden) states.”
However, it is difficult to model complex and unfamiliar activities using the HMM model.
HMM is a generative probabilistic model, in which the sequence of observable states in
time t, (y1, y2, ...., yt) are generated by sequence of internal hidden states, (x1, x2, ..., xt)[35].
Figure 2.1 gives a graphical representation of HMM with 5 hidden states (y1, y2, y3, y4, y5)
and 4 observable states (x1, x2, x3, x4). The hidden states sequence form a Markov chain.
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Figure 2.1: Graphical representation of Hidden Markov Model
The two main assumptions that HMM makes for modeling joint distribution p(y, x) are:
• Each state, yt, depends only on its immediate previous state, yt−1 and is independent
on all preceding states y1, y2, ..., yt−2.
• Each observable state at time t, xt is dependent only on the current hidden state yt.
Though HMM is the simplest and the most common way for activity recognition, the
issue still remains in recognizing complex concurrent and interleaved activities.
Conditional Random Field (CRF)
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In reality, most of the activities are of non-deterministic nature, i.e, the atomic activities of
a complex activity can be performed in any order and not necessarily in the same order
every time. As well as, the activities are concurrent and interleaved. Though HMM is a
simple and popular approach to activity recognition, the major limitations are handling
such situations. A conditional random field (CRF) is more efficient in addressing such
practical scenarios of non deterministic activity recognition.
CRF is a class of statistical modeling method for pattern recognition and machine learning
problems. Lafferty, McCallum and Pereira[40] define a CRF on observations X and random
variables Y as follows:
Let G = (V , E) be a graph such that
Y = (Yv)v∈V , so that Y is indexed by the vertices of G. Then (X, Y ) is a conditional
random field when the random variables Yv, conditioned on X, obey the Markov property
with respect to the graph: p(Yv|X, Yw, w 6= v) = p(Yv|X, Yw, w ∼ v), where w ∼ v means
that w and v are neighbors in G.
Both HMM and CRF finds hidden state transitions from observable states, but the major
differences lies in the area that CRF used conditional probability, p(y|x) to derive the rela-
tionships among observable states, whereas HMM used joint probability distribution p(x, y).
Hence, CRF is a more flexible alternative for HMM based models. However, it still holds the
limitation of being unsuitable for determining concurrent and interleaved complex activities.
Skip Chain Conditional Random Field (SCCRF)
Though Linear-chain CRFs are more flexible than HMM, the problem still exists that both
CRF and HMM can only recognize sequential activities. In order to model more complex,
interleaved and concurrent activities, more sophisticated models has to be used. Skip Chain
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CRF(SCCRF) is a Linear Chain that can be used to address the interleaving property of
multiple goals. It uses multiple linear chains to capture activity variables with a larger dis-
tance between them or long distance dependencies between the goals. However, SCCRF is
computationally expensive due to the high number of Skip Chains between goals [43].
epSICAR
Gu et al. in his paper proposed the Emerging Patterns based approach for activity recog-
nition that can model sequential, concurrent and interleaved activities (epSICAR). Unlike
other learning based models that uses training datasets for differentiating complex activities.
An emerging pattern describes significant changes of two classes of datasets through feature
vector for each complex activity. Support and GrowthRate are calculated for each attribute
A as follows.
Support(A) = the number of instances containing A in datasetthe number of instances in dataset
For two different datasets D1 and D2, the growth rate of attribute A from D1 to D2 is given
as follows:
GrowthRate(A) =

0 if Support1(A) = 0 and Support2(A) = 0
∞ if Support1(A) = 0 and Support2(A) > 0
Support2 (A)
Support1 (A) Otherwise
These emerging patterns are mined from the sensor data and are used to compute interleaved
and concurrent activities.
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Other related activity recognition models
Recent work shows that Interleaved Hidden Markov Model(IHMM) [46], a variant of HMM,
a variants of HMM, can be used to model sequential, interleaved and concurrent complex
activities. Factorial Conditional Random Field (FCRF) [45], a varient of CRF, can also be
used to recognize multiple concurrent activities for a single user, but the model cannot han-
dle interleaved activities as well as multiple users. Like other training-based models, they
require large training datasets to build the models for concurrent and interleaved activities.
The issue being, in real life same activities are performed differently every time and hence
gathering such huge training dataset can be difficult.
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Chapter 3
Technology Review
3.1 Kinect Sensor
We are using the Microsoft Kinect V1 (version 1) sensor as our data capturing device. Kinect
is a peripheral device developed by Microsoft for use with their Xbox 360 gaming platform.
It is bundled with the RGB camera and microphone arrays which are used as controls for the
game with just body motions and speech instead of the conventional hand-held controllers.
The Kinect provides this feature by tracking user’s movements by identifying their joint
positions. Position of the user’s joints is obtained as a three-dimensional space obtained
from the sensor data . The kinect for windows sensor contains:
• An RGB camera for storing 3-channel data in a 1280x960 resolution which captures
color images.
• An infrared (IR) depth sensor and an IR emitter. The Kinect sensor is capable of cap-
turing depth image due to the IR emitter and the IR sensor. The emitter emits infrared
light beams and the depth sensor reads the IR beams reflected back to the sensor. The
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reflected beams are converted into depth information measuring the distance between
an object and the sensor[5].
• A multi-array microphone for capturing sound. It consists of four microphones which
enables capturing not only audio but alse the location of the sound source and direction
of the audio wave.
• Lastly, a 3-axis accelerometer configured to capture a 2G range, where G is the ac-
celeration due to gravity which can be used to analyze the current orientation of the
Kinect sensor.
Figure 3.1 shows a Kinect V1 sensor design.
Figure 3.1: Kinect Sensor
It is widely supported by the official Microsoft Kinect SDK as well as third-party SDKs.
Kinect was originally introduced as a motion sensing input device for Microsoft Xbox 360
and Xbox One video game consoles and Windows PC. The first generation Kinect was first
introduced in November 2010 and Microsoft released their Kinect Software Development
Kit for Windows 7 on June 2011.
An overview of the differences between Kinect V1 and Kinect V2 is given in table 3.1.
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Feature Kinect for Windows 1 Kinect for Windows 2
Color Camera 640 x 480 @30 fps 1920 x 1080 @30 fps
Depth Camera 320 x 240 512 x 424
Max Depth Distance 4.5 M 4.5 M
Min Depth Distance 40 cm in near mode 50 cm
Horizontal field of view 57 degrees 70 degrees
Vertical field of view 43 degrees 60 degrees
Tilt Motor yes no
Skeleton Joints Defined 20 joints 26 joints
Full Skeletons Tracked 2 6
USB Standard 2.0 3.0
Supported OS Win 7,8 Win 8
Table 3.1: Comparison between Kinect V1 and Kinect V2
3.2 Microsoft Kinect SDK vs Third-party SDKs
Although there are a great deal of advantages working with the Microsoft Kinect SDK, we
did come across some noticeable disadvantages working with the software, where one might
find the third-party SDKs to be useful. We will discuss some of the major advantages and
disadvantages we faced working with the Microsoft Kinect SDK 1.8.
Advantages of Kinect SDK over Third-party SDKs:
• Provides more joint points like wrist, finger tips, ankle, and toe whereas most third
party SDKs like OpenNi, OpenKinect, etc just provides the hands and feet position.
• The initial calibration pose for skeleton tracking is not required when working with
the Microsoft Kinect SDK. The third party SDKs requires the initial calibration for
skeleton tracking.
• Kinect SDK supports speech recognition and microphone array, whereas, OpenNi and
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OpenKinect does not.
• Microsoft is pouring a lot of money into this device and will keep the SDK updated.
Having economy behind it gives many advantages. Both the hardware and the SDK
is developed by Microsoft and therefore it should know internal information about the
device that the open source society like OpenNi and OpenKinect must reverse engineer.
Advantages of Third-party SDKs over Kinect SDK:
• They are open source SDK as compared to the kinect which is developed and main-
tained by Microsoft. Hence, the source code of the open source SDKs can be accessed
and be used for deeper understanding of the SDK, which is not possible for the Mi-
crosoft Kinect SDK.
• The Third-party SDKs are more cross platformed. They can run on Linux, OS X and
Windows whereas for the Microsoft Kinect SDK, the operating systems supported are
only Windows 7 and higher.
• Programming languages supported by the Third party SDKs are Python, C, C++,
C#, Java, Lisp and more whereas the programming language support for Kinect SDK
are limited to C++, C#, or Visual Basic by using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 or
higher. That sure is an advantage for developers as the third party SDKs give a wide
range of programming languages to work with.
• Open source SDK like OpenNi and OpenKinect has been around for a longer time
than Kinect SDK, hence there are more documentations and API available for use in
applications.
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3.3 Skeleton Model
Kinect for Windows provides joint orientation information for the skeleton. Skeletal tracking
allows Kinect to recognize skeletons in frame and track their actions. Kinect IR cameras can
track upto 6 users in the field of view of the sensors. However, the application can track the
joints and movements of only 2 users in details. Figure 3.2 shows a pictorial representation of
the skeletal tracking using Kinect sensor. Figure 3.3 shows the difference in skeleton tracking
in the default and seated modes. Kinect extracts 3D information of the
Figure 3.2: Kinect Skeletal tracking shows that kinect can recognize six people and can track
up to two
Figure 3.4 shows the horizontal and vertical field view of the Kinect sensor in default
range.
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Figure 3.3: Kinect Skeleton Tracking in default and seated mode
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: (a) Kinect horizontal field of view in default range, (b) Kinect vertical field of
view in default range
Kinect version 1 skeleton model is consisted of 20 joint points that corresponds to human
body joints in default mode. However,with the version 2 of Kinect sensor, we can recognize
up to 24 joints for more detailed skeleton tracking. In seated mode, it provides us with
only 10 joint points. Each joint corresponds to a 3D point in the Kinect coordinate system.
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Figure 3.5: Kinect Skeleton Model in default mode
Figure 3.5 shows the 20 joint points.
The table 3.2 provides the definition of the 20 joints of the skeleton in default mode.
num Definition num Definition
1 Hip Center 11 Wrist Right
2 Spine 12 Hand Right
3 Shoulder Center 13 Hip Left
4 Head 14 Knew Left
5 Shoulder Left 15 Ankle Left
6 Elbow Left 16 Foot Left
7 Wrist Left 17 Hip Right
8 Hand Left 18 Knew Right
9 Shoulder Right 19 Ankle Right
10 Elbow Right 20 Foot Right
Table 3.2: Skeleton joint definitions
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Chapter 4
The Complex Activity Recognition
Problem
4.1 4-layered Social Interaction Framework
As discussed in the introductory section,this chapter covers the Social Interaction Framework
in details. The framework is an extension of the model that has been recently proposed by
Tao Ma[15] in his PhD. dissertation. It is a 4-layered hierarchical framework which math-
ematically describes pairwise and individual social interactions by deriving body motion
features from sensor data. A bottom up view of the framework is explained as follows.
The first layer extracts body motion features from the skeleton data, and objects and fea-
tures from RGB data as received from the Kinect sensor. We even consider the surrounding
environmental features which includes tables, doors, chairs, cabinets, etc.
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The second layer detects activities and classifies them into two main classes: Type 1 or
the lower limb movements and Type-2 or the upper limb movements. 9 basic gestures for
upper limbs and lower limbs. It includes 3 simple type-1 gestures - Standing, walking and
sitting and 6 simple type-2 gestures: waving, talking over cell phone, reading magazine,
sleeping while seated, seated relaxed, and making hand gestures while talking. Along with
the behaviors, the user height is also considered in this layer. Currently, we are considering
very specific and simple social roles for each person.
The third layer generates meaningful sequence of individual behaviors. The factors con-
sidered in this layer is derived from the Type-1 and Type-2 behaviors we defined in the
previous layer alongside the surrounding environmental features, social roles and object be-
haviors.
The fourth and the last layer generates pairwise social interactions. It uses the same features
as the third layer, but considers two person in the frame at the same time. It also refers to
the same Type-1 and Type-2 behaviors defined in the second layer. However, this research
is limited to recognizing and modeling individual behavior sequences only. The framework
is well defined to handle pairwise social interactions.
The framework considered some pre-defined set of interactions and social roles along with
the environmental features in order to avoid complexity. Facial and sound based emotions
like laughter, cry, anger, and other emotions that may affect social and individual behaviors
are also beyond the scope of this application. The application can be further extended in the
future to accomplish these goals in order to study and analyze a complete human behavior.
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We use the Kinect infrared cameras which provides us with the depth image and the RGB
data. Kinect also provides us with APIs to extract the skeleton data of each person in order
to obtain the body motion features for recognizing the type-1 and type-2 behaviors.
4.1.1 Feature Extraction
This is the 1st layer of the 4-layered hierarchical framework in context. In this layer, we
discuss the body motion features derived from the skeleton data we receive from the Kinect
sensor.
The Kinect for Windows SDK comes bundled with the driver, runtime, APIs and tools
to build a Kinect enabled Windows application. Kinect runtime processes the depth image
captured in each frame to skeleton data. Kinect tracks the skeleton to provide us with Skele-
tonID and 3D positions of 20 joint points. The skeleton joint positions are stored as (x, y,
z) coordinates. Unlike depth space, skeleton space coordinates are expressed in meters [8].
The x, y, and z-axes are the body axes of the depth sensor as shown in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Skeleton Space.
A frame of skeleton data contains RGB frame number, SkeletonID, and 3D positions of
the 20 joints. We study individual skeletons separately according to the SkeletonIDs and
then implement the feature extraction algorithm to derive the movements.
The joint positions provided by the Kinect are with respect to the Kinect coordinate system.
We establish and transform the Kinect coordinates to our local coordinates for the simplicity
of the feature extraction process. According to the mathematical model defined by Tao Ma
[15], the local coordinate system is established in terms of the torso triangle formed by joints
1, 5, and 9 (The joint numbering and definition is provided in table 3.2) shown in figure 4.2
because it is relatively more stable. We use joint 1(hip center) as our new origin. Figure 4.3
shows the positive direction of x’-axis points from joints 5 and 9. z’ points forward to the
human body.
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Figure 4.2: The torso triangle formed by joints 1, 5, and 9, and the local coordinate system
on it.
The torso plane is formulated by aX + bY + cZ = 1,
We measure 25 joint distance pairs: (7, 3), (7, 4), (7, 5), (7, 9), (7, 10), (7, 11), (7, 1), (7,
14), (7, 15), (7, 18), (7, 19), (11, 3), (11, 4), (11, 5), (11, 6), (11, 9), (11, 1), (11, 14), (11,
15), (11, 18), (11, 19), (14, 18), (15, 19), (13, 15), (17, 19).
The relative angles of the four limbs with respect to the torso plane can be calculated by
the following.
Local Coordinate Transformation
The feature extraction involves transforming the Kinect sensor coordinates to local coordi-
nates for all skeleton joint points, i.e. from (x, y, z) to (x′, y′, z′). The 3D transformation
equation is given by [49]:
X ′ = R−1(X − T ), (4.1)
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Figure 4.3: Skeleton coordinate(x’,y’,z’) and Local coordinates(x,y,z).
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where X and X ′ denotes the old and new coordinates and R is the 3×3 rotation matrix
given by:
R = [x′ y′ z′]. (4.2)
T is transition matrix in the form of column vector
T = XT1 (4.3)
Body Motion Feature
Body motion features can be interpreted by measuring the joint distance, joint angle or
joint rotation speed. Joint distance can be typically useful in determining actions such as
talking over cell phone. The distance between the joint 4(head) and the wrist left(7) or
wrist right(11) becomes relatively less. Or, while clapping, the distance between the two
wrist joints can be seen changing periodically. The typical joint distance pairs that can be
considered for motion feature extraction are: (7, 3), (7, 4), (7, 5), (7, 9), (7, 10), (7, 11), (7,
1), (7, 14), (7, 15), (7, 18), (7, 19), (11, 3), (11, 4), (11, 5), (11, 6), (11, 9), (11, 1), (11, 14),
(11, 15), (11, 18), (11, 19), (14, 18), (15, 19), (13, 15), (17, 19). The absolute position is the
average value of joint points 1,3,5 and 9 with respect to the Kinect coordinates. Only x and
z axis are considered. The absolute distance are converted to relative distance by dividing
them by distance of skeleton (1,3).
Body motion features can also be detected based on the relative angles formed by the four
limbs with respect to the torso plane. The four limbs can be given by the following pair of
joint points:
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Right upper limb: (5,6), (6,7)
Left upper limb: (9,10), (10,11)
Right lower limb: (13,14), (14,15)
Left lower limb: (17,18), (18,19)
The angle, α measures the intersection angle between the projected line of the skeleton
⇀
ab
on the torso plane and x-axis, and β gives the intersection angle between
⇀
ab and the torso
plane. α and β is given by equation 4.4
α = by − ay√
(bx − ax)2 + (by − ay)2
,
β = bz√
(bx − ax)2 + (by − ay)2 + (bz − az)2
.
(4.4)
The hands and feet joints of skeleton are very unstable and hence not considered for body
motion feature recognition.
Lastly, the joint rotation speeds can be derived by subtracting the rotation angle between
the adjacent frames.
4.1.2 Activity Detection and Classification
As described in the framework by Tao Ma [15], Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used
to recognize the and classify simple activities. SVM is one of the most popular supervised
learning classifier in the field of pattern recognition. In machine learning, SVM are margin-
based supervised learning models that analyze data to recognize patterns and is widely used
for classification and regression problems [10]. SVM was introduced in COLT-92 by Boser,
Guyon, and Vapnik [11].
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The algorithm finds an optimum dichotomic hyperplace that can minimize the margin of
two classes. It is given by the equation 4.5 [11]
1
2
(
wTw +
l∑
i=1
ξ2
)
, (4.5)
where w is the vector variables for the optimal hyperplane, 3 is the fitting error term (a slack
variable), and l is the length of the training set. The optimal has the form of
w0.z + b0 = 0 (4.6)
The first term of equation 4.5 is minimized under soft margin constaints.
yi(wTφ(Xi) + b) ≥ 1− ξ, ξ ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., l, (4.7)
φ() being the mapping function. The data points on the margins are called support vectors[56-
59]. We use SVM to classify the features into two classes of human activities by extracting
local spatial-temporal features from the video: upper limb behaviors and the lower limb be-
haviors. The upper limb behaviors are waving, handshakes, reading, talking over cell phone.
The lower limb activities are walking, sitting, standing. Table 4.1 gives a list of features
and the dimensions that we derive from feature extractions that are used in classification of
activities. The upper limb features includes: 8 joint angles, 8 joint speed, 13 joint distances,
6 elbow positions and 6 wrist positions. The lower limb features includes: 8 joint angles,
8 joint speeds, 4 joint distances, 6 ankle positions, 6 knee positions, 1 body height, and 2
absolute body speeds. All the features are used for activity detection and classification. The
main disadvantage of the SVM model is its higher computational burden for the constrained
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Feature Type Dimension
Joint angle 16
Joint speed 16
Joint distance 25
Absolute position 2
Absolute speed 2
Body height 1
Wrist position 6
Elbow position 6
Ankle position 6
Knee position 6
Total 86
Table 4.1: Feature Type and Dimensions
optimization programming used in the training and learning phase. Other models like Hid-
den Markov Model (HMM) and Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) can be also be used for
the classification of activities.
4.1.3 Individual Behavior Sequences
This is the 3rd and the most important layer of the framework. In the previous layer, we used
SVM to recognize 11 simple behavior sequences of a person. However, some external factors,
such as, environmental features, previous actions, related objects, and other person’s behav-
iors have significant influence on the individual behaviors. Instead of using Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) as proposed by Tao, we are using Context Driven Activity Theory (CDAT)
model as proposed by Saguna et al. which uses probabilistic data analysis for recognizing
sequential, concurrent, and interleaved activities. The major advantage of using this model
is to recognize complex multiple concurrent and interleaved activities which are more com-
monly observed in real-life situations. It has been proved to provide an accuracy of 95.73%
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and reduces the amount of training data by 66%. In the next chapter, we will discuss the
context-driven activity recognition model for defining activity signatures in more details.
4.2 Context-Driven Activity Theory
The potential of activity theory lies in the attention that it gives to multiple dimensions of
analyzing human engagement with the world. Saguna et al. proposed a model for recogniz-
ing multiple concurrent and interleaved complex activities using a Context Driven Activity
Theory (CDAT) [22-25]. Human activity recognition involves collection of training data, and
applying activity recognition models based on different machine learning techniques to the
training data sets to test the models.
The use of Context is to infer Atomic activities, Complex activities and situations. Sa-
guna, in her paper Complex Activity Recognition Using Context-Driven Activity Theory
and Activity Signatures, has defined the above the main components of the CDAT model as
following:
Definition 4.2.1. (Atomic activity). Atomic Activity A can be defined as the the simplified
unit level activity that can not be decomposed further given the application semantics. It can
also be described as a leaf in the tree structure of the activity hierarchy. Atomic Activities
can be realized from a set of physical or virtual sensors, ΣS = s1, ...., sn, where n≥1.
Definition 4.2.2. (Context attribute). A context attribute Cti can be defined as any type of
information or data at time t that can define an activity or a situation(s). Context attributes
are can be studies through physical sensors such as location coordinates can be derived from
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GPS or other physical or vitrual sensors.
Definition 4.2.3. (Complex Activity). A complex activity, CA, is a tuple CA = (γA, ρC, αAS,
αCS, βAE, βCE, TS, TE, TL), where γA is the subset of atomic activities from the set of
all atomic activities, ΣS = s1, ...., sn,, n≥1 and ρC is the subset of context attributes from
the set of all context attributes, ΣC = s1, ...., sn,, n≥1, which occur within the complex ac-
tivity CA. Core atomic activities, γA and core context attributes,ρC are subsets of Atomic
Activities,γA and Context Attributes,ρC, which must be observed for a complex activity CA
to occur successfully. They can be used to handle unsuccessful or unfinished complex activi-
ties. (αAS, βAE) ⊂ Σ A are atomic activities that are observed at the beginning or end of a
complex activity, respectively. Similarly, (αCS, βCE) ⊂ Σ C are context and are observed at
the beginning and end of a complex activity. Figure 4.4 gives the state transition diagram
of two instances of the same complex activity and the nodes represent context attributes
and atomic activities. Also, a complex activity may vary each time a user performs it and
can have a different starting and ending times. TS and TE denote the start and end time of
a complex activity. TL = |TE − TS| is the lifespan of a complex activity. Figure 4.5 shows
that an user can perform a complex activity in different ways and it can also have varying
lifespans. This is depicted as TLmin < TL < TLmax, where (TLmin, TLmax) gives the time range
for the lifespan of a complex activity.
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Figure 4.4: Activity Recognition process of data received from multiple sensors
Figure 4.5: An example complex activity which can be performed in two different ways:
Instance 1 and Instance 2
4.2.1 Context and Situation Aware Activity Recognition
Context/situation awareness is one of the major factors that describes human activity the-
ory. Context can be defined as any information that that can be used to characterize the
situation of entities[36]. Context can be distinguished in to two categories: Physical context
and Cognitive context. Physical context can be defined as the environmental information
or the sensor data, like, location, time, temperature, and more. Cognitive context includes
mental states, preferences, tasks, and social affinities of the users [37]. Apart from contexts,
another important factor to be considered for activity recognition is Situation. Every human
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activity is situation driven. According to Saguna et al., ”Situations are set of circumstances
in which a human or an object may find itself”.
In our research, we are using Microsoft Kinect V1 Sensor to determine the context in-
formation. For simplicity and other limitations, physical context information such as time,
temperature, weather conditions etc and cognitive contexts such as preferences, social affini-
ties are beyond the scope of our research.
Complex activities can be inferred from atomic activities and context information. As pre-
viously mentioned in the definition of Complex activities, each complex activity consists of
a set of atomic activities γA, and a set of context, ρC. The order of occurrence of an atomic
activity for a complex activity is not considered. This resolves a very practical situation
that the atomic activities can be performed in any order for the complex activity to occur.
Weights are assigned to each atomic activity Ai and context information Ci according to
its important for the complex activity CAi to occur. We will denote the weight of atomic
activity as wAiCAk and weight of context as w
Ci
CAk
. The weights are assigned according to the
following set of rules:
• The core set of atomic activities and context are assigned higher weights than those
which are of less importance.
• If all the atomic activities are equally likely to take place for the complex activity,
equal weights are assigned.
• The sum of all the weights wCAk for each complex activity CAk = 1
• If an atomic activity, Ai or context, Ci does not occur in a complex activity CAk, then
wAiCAk = 0 and w
Ci
CAk
= 0
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The sum of all weights, wCAk , must be above a threshold value for the complex activity CAk
to occur successfully. Thus, for a complex activity to occur successfully, wCAk is mathemat-
ically formulated as,
wCAk =
∑N
i=1w
Ai
CAk
+∑Ni=1wCiCAk
2 (4.8)
where, 0 ≤ wCAk ≤ 1, and
wCAk ≥ wTCAk (4.9)
The table 5.1 shows two example complex activities which we will further use in our
study for solving the activity recognition problem.
4.2.2 Calculating Complex activity weight thresholds and han-
dling false positives
As we discussed earlier in this chapter, each complex activity has a set of core atomic
activities, CoreγA, and core context attributes, CoreρC, which determines the threshold
weight,wTCAk . The total weight of the complex activity wCAk should be more than the thresh-
old weight for the complex activity to occur successfully. If the total weight wCAk is less
than threshold weight, wTCAk can imply either of the following two reasons: a) The activity
was started but abandoned before completion b) The core atomic activities and context at-
tributes did not occur for the particular complex activity.
The initial value of the threshold weight wTCAk is simply assigned as the sum of the weights
of the core atomic activities and core context attributes.
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CAk(wTCAk) γA(w
Ai
CAk
) ρC(wCiCAk)
Core
αA
and
ρC
AS,
CS
AE,
CE
Fetching
coffee
from
coffee
machine
in wait-
ing room
(0.65)
A1: walking (0.10), A2:
standing (0.10), A3: coffee
cup (0.15),A4: coffee ma-
chine (0.15),
A5: dispense coffee (0.15),
A6: creamer (0.08), A7:
sugar (0.10), A8: stir-
rer (0.04), A9: lid (0.04),
A10: sitting in waiting
lounge(0.08)
C1: beverage area of waiting
room (0.20), C2: lights on
(0.10), C3: coffee machine
on (0.25), C4: cups available
(0.20), ¬C1: beverage area
of waiting (0.20), C5: coffee
condiments present (0.05),
C6: sitting area of waiting
room
A1,
A2,
A3,
A4,
A5
and
C1,
C3,
C4
A3,
A4
and
C1,
C3,
C4
A10
and
C6,
¬C1
Using cell
phone
(0.35)
A11: sitting (0.10), A1:
walking (0.05), A2: stand-
ing (0.05), A12: detected
with cell phone (0.35), A13:
typing text messages or
browsing (0.10), A14: us-
ing nearby power outlet for
charging (0.05), A15: play-
ing cell phone games (0.05),
A16: using earphones (0.10),
A17: listening to music
(0.10), A18: talking (0.05)
C6: sitting area of waiting
room (0.35), ¬C6: sitting
area of waiting room (0.35),
C2: lights on (0.30)
A12
and
C6
A12
and
C6,
¬C6
¬A12
and
C6
Table 4.2: Complex Activity examples
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4.2.3 Activity Definitions using Probabilistic Analysis
According to Saguna et al.[25],a complex activities can be defined by finding the associations
between each atomic activities within the same complex activity as well as two different com-
plex activities occurring together. Associations between atomic activity and complex activity
can be determined by calculating probabilities of start, end and other atomic activities of
the complex activity. We determine the individual probabilities for the start and end atomic
activities (αAS, βAE) ∈ A for complex activity CAk
Probability of AS, Pr(Ai) ∀AS in αAS = total occurrence of Ai as ASn
Probability of AE, Pr(Ai) ∀AE in βAE = total occurrence of Ai as AEn
Similarly, we calculate the individual probabilities for the start and end context attributes
(αCS, βCE) ∈ C for the complex activity CAk
Probability of CS, Pr(Ci) ∀CS in αCS = total occurrence of Ci as CSn
Probability of CE, Pr(Ci) ∀CE in βCE = total occurrence of Ci as CEn
In our example, let us consider complex activity CA1 = ”Fetching coffee from coffee machine
in waiting room” from table 5.1.
Start atomic activities AS = A3, A4
Probability of AS, Pr(A3) = 0.40
Probability of AS, Pr(A4) = 0.60
End atomic activity AE = A10
Probability of AE, Pr(A10) = 1.0
AS = max Pr(Ai), where Ai  γAK
AE = max Pr(Ai), where Ai  γAK
Hence, for our complex activity CA1, AS = A4 and AE = A10
Start context attribute CS = C1, C3, C4
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Probability of CS, Pr(C1) = 0.25
Probability of CS, Pr(C3) = 0.50
Probability of CS, Pr(C4) = 0.25
End context attribute CE = ¬C1, C6
Probability of CE, Pr(¬C1) = 0.75
Probability of CE, Pr(C6) = 0.25
CS = max Pr(Ci), where Ci  ρCK
CE = max Pr(Ci), where Ci  ρCK
Similarly, for CA1, CS = C3 and CE = ¬C1
We consider all the atomic activities that lie between AS and AE, and all context attributes
between CS and CE. The probabilities for every atomic activity: Pr(Ai, t) and all context
attributes: Pr(Ci, t) is calculated by:
Probability of atomic activity, Pr(Ai) = total occurrence of Ain , n being the sum of occurrences
of all atomic activities.
Probability of context attribute, Pr(Ci) = total occurrence of Cin , n being the sum of occur-
rences of all context attributes.
Associations are determined between different atomic activities within a complex activity
by calculating conditional probabilities and transition probabilities (pi,j) for different pairs
of atomic activities (Ai, Ai+1) within a complex activity, CA = Pr(Ai | Ai+ 1, t). Markov
chains are used to determine the associations between the atomic activities and context at-
tributes in the complex activity.
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4.2.4 Concurrent and Interleaved Activities
Complex activities can be concurrent and interleaved. We have defined concurrent and
interleaved activities previously in the chapter. Figure 4.6 represents sequential, concurrent,
and interleaved multiple activities.
Concurrent activities are detected by considering atomic activities that occur
synchronously in time, i.e. the start and end time of the atomic activities will be same.
Associations between atomic activities belonging to different concurrent complex activities,
suppose, CA1 and CA2 are determined by calculating joint probabilities for different pairs
of atomic activities for the complex activities [25], P(ACA1i , ACA2j , t)
Pr(ACA1i , ACA2j , t) = Pr(ACA1i | ACA2j ) ∗ Pr(ACA2j ) (4.10)
Similarly, interleaved activities are detected by considering atomic activities belonging to two
different complex activities occurring consecutively. The associations between the atomic
activities between the complex activities , suppose, CA1 and CA2 , are calculated by joint
probability calculation as follows.
Pr(ACA1i , ACA2j , (ti, ti+n)) = Pr(ACA1i | ACA2j ) ∗ Pr(ACA2j ) (4.11)
After defining the activity signatures for our test bed, we can identify the activity pairs and
the values of concurrency and interleaving. We are using a heat map shown in figure ...
which clearly depicts the maximum and minimum concurrency and interleaving. It can be
observed that the complex activity pairs (CA7, CA11) and (CA7, CA2) have the maximum
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(a) Single sequential activity
(b) Non-concurrent and non-interleaving multiple
activity
(c) Interleaving, non-concurrent multiple activity
(d) Concurrent, non-interleaving multiple activity
(e) Concurrent and interleaving multiple activity
(f) Activity labels
Figure 4.6: Sequential, Concurrent, and Interleaved Activities
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values of concurrency and interleaving.
4.2.5 The Complex Activity Recognition Algorithm
Saguna et al. proposed an algorithm for complex activity recognition which combines to-
gether the atomic activities and context information in order to infer a successful complex
activity. The Complex Activity Recognition Algorithm (CARALGO) as shows in Algorithm
1 is used to infer concurrent and interleaved complex activities. CARALGO takes the list
of atomic activities, context information and situations as input to infer complex activities.
The algorithm starts by finding the initial start atomic activity and context and the current
situation. It assigns a time window corresponding to the lifespan TL for each start atomic
activity, AS and start context, CS that belongs to a complex activity CAk. The algorithm
also looks for duplicate lists of atomic activities γA, contexts, ρC, and end atomic activity
AE within complex activity. It calculates the total weight wCAk according to equation 4.8. If
the weight is above the threshold weight, i.e. it matches equation 4.9, it can be inferred that
the complex activity has successfully occurred. All the time windows run laterally and the
Ai and Ci are added for each complex activity CAk at runtime until a successful match has
been discovered. The initial weights that were assigned from domain knowledge, are then
recalculated and updated and probabilities are analyzed accordingly. This helps remove the
error of initial domain knowledge-based weight assignments. Table 4.3 gives the notations
used in the algorithm.
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Input : Ai, Ci, Si
Output: CAk
1 Initialization:
2 findStartAtomicActivity(Ai, Ci);
3 check for current situation Si;
4 findComplexActivitiesList(CAlist);
5 foreach CAk do
6 if (Ai == AS) then
7 add(CAlist ← CAi = (γA, ρC,AS, AE, CS, CE, TL)
8 end
9 end
10 return CAlist ;
11 findComplexActivity(Ai, Ci);
12 foreach (CAlist ← CAk) do
13 while timecounter < TCAkLmax do
14 if Ai == element in γAi then
15 add Ai → γAi and recalculate wAiCAk using recomputed weights
16 end
17 if Ci == element in ρCi then
18 add Ci → ρCi and recalculate wCiCAk using recomputed weights
19 end
20 end
21 if (AE, CEfoundforCAi) and (ρCiandγA are complete and wCAk ≥ wTCAk)
and complex activity signature matched then
22 foundCAk
23 end
24 return CAk;
25 end
Algorithm 1: Complex Activity Recognition Algorithm
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Table 4.3: Notation Table
Notation Description
Ai Atomic Activity
Ci Context Attribute
Si Situation
CAk Complex Activity
AS Start atomic activity
CS Start context attribute
AE End atomic activity
CE End context attribute
TL Lifespan
γA Set of atomic activities
ρC Set of context attributes
CAlist List of candidate complex activities
TCAkLmax Maximum time taken for a complex activity
wAiCAk Sum of weights of atomic activity
wCiCAk Sum of weights of context attribute
wCAk Sum of weights of complex activity
wTCAk Threshold of weights of complex activity
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Chapter 5
Experimentation and Result
Validation
5.1 Complex Activities and Contexts
We have previously defined an activity class as its two main sub classes: complex activity
class, atomic activity class where each activity is driven by a context. We have closely
observed and identified some typical activities involved during the waiting time of a clinical
visit.
• Pick up a magazine and read while seated
• Use cell phone for making a call or other activity
• Walk to vending machines or beverage counter
• Walk over to a fellow patient to make a conversation
• Walk to reception for inquiry
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• Walk to the restrooms
• Walk to exit to leave the clinic
• Talk to a friend or whoever accompanying the patient while seated
• Wait patiently doing nothing while seated
• Make gestures to express feeling of pain or discomfort.
Each of the above activities belong to the Complex Activity class, consisting of one or
more atomic activities and based on spatio-temporal information. One of the major chal-
lenges for activity recognition is that the variations in the ways an user perform the same
activity multiple times or different user performs one activity in various different ways. Users
even tend to switch between different activities or perform them concurrently instead of an
isolated manner.
A simple case study
We take an example case study to elaborate the Atomic activity and Complex activity class.
Case 1: Patient performs the following complex activities concurrently and interleaved in
time while waiting at the waiting lounge for checkup.
CA1 = ”Talks to a friend who is accompanying”
CA2 = ”Drinks coffee”
CA3 = ”Uses cell phone”
CA4 = ”Walks over to reception for inquiry”
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The above complex activities (CA) can be represented as (CA1|CA2|CA3|CA4) as they can
be performed concurrently or interleaving.
Each complex activity is inferred by atomic activities. For CA3 = ”Uses cell phone”, we
can derive atomic activities and context information as follows :
A1 = ”Patient is seated”
A2 = ”Patient is detected with a cell phone”
A3 = ”Patient is browsing through Internet”
A4 = ”Patient is sending text messages”
We can infer the following context information for CA3:
C1 = ”Patient location is waiting area of clinic”
C2 = ”There are chairs in the waiting area”
C3 = ”Lights are on”
We can further apply other operations on the complex activities to create other complex
activities. Like in our case, we can apply ∪ operation to create (CA1∪ CA2) as a complex
activity.
In our study, we can categorized the wait time in a doctor’s visit into three phases based on
the length of waiting time associated. The average wait time being 22 minutes, the phases
are: a) Short Wait; b) Average Wait; and c) Long Wait. Depending on the wait times, after
careful observation, we have identified some typical behaviors of the patients.
• a) Short Wait(≤ 10 minutes of waiting time)
– Seated, relaxed and patient
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– Seated, shows anxiety
– Seated, uses cell phone
– Seated, checks watch frequently
– Seated, shows pain and/or discomfort
– Seated, talks to fellow patient or whoever accompanying him/her.
• b) Average Wait(> 10 minutes and ≤ 30 minutes of waiting time)
– Seated, reads book/magazine
– Seated, checks watch at some interval
– Seated, eats/drinks food/beverage
– Seated, talks to fellow patient or whoever accompanying him/her
– Seated, shows pain and/or discomfort
– Walks, to some other person in the area for making conversation
• c) Long Wait(> 30 minutes of waiting time)
– Seated, takes a nap
– Seated, reads book/magazine
– Seated, shows pain and/or discomfort
– , Seated, watches television (enjoyment or in boredom)
– Seated, talks to fellow patient or whoever accompanying him/her
– Walks, to some other person in the area for making conversation
– Walks, to the receptionist to check for the delay, shows anger or other negative
emotion
– Walks, out of the clinic, shows anger or other negative emotion
– Seated, eats/drinks food/beverage
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5.2 Introduction of the Dataset
We consider a simulated scene depicting a patient’s visit to the hospital or doctor’s clinic
by arranging ”actor” and ”actress” perform the typical pre-defined behaviors that are based
on real life scenario of a doctor’s waiting lounge. We avoid capturing real scenarios in or-
der to avoid complications for the basic exploration of complex activity recognition. Hence,
participants were asked to perform on prepared scripts. Due to the limitations of the Kinect
sensor skeleton tracking ability and simplicity, we have restricted the number of people on
the scene at a time to 2. The application can be well extended to fit upto 6 people in the
frame with proper calibration and noise reduction techniques.
As previously mentioned, we set up a conventional clinic’s or hospital’s waiting lounge scene
for study. The scene is described after careful observation and can be typically related to an
event which can occur at some point during the waiting time of a visit. Our application is
designed to capture simple individual gestures only and does not include social interactions
like hand shaking, passing objects, hugging etc. We use probabilistic data analysis to explore
the situation and context-driven activity theory for complex activity recognition proposed
by Saguna et al. [25] to study and recognize complex activities which can be sequential,
interleaved or concurrent. Recognizing complex interleaved and concurrent gestures are al-
though beyond the scope of our working application. The content of scene contains human
body movements, human-human interactions, human-object interactions, and environmental
features. The territory of human activities is restricted within the field of view of the Kinect
sensor. Shooting is done indoors in order to avoid extra noise and for stable lighting.
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5.3 The clinic waiting lounge scene
The scene describes a typical scenario of a patient’s visit to a doctor’s clinic or a hospital
for checkup. A visit to the doctor’s clinic is generally associated with a prolonged wait time
in a lounge or waiting area. Figure 5.1 shows a real capture from a doctor’s clinic’s waiting
area.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Captures of waiting area of a doctor’s clinic, (a) Shows two patients seated
possibly watching television, (b) Shows a patient seated, reading magazine/book
A classic scene is described as follows: A patient (P1) walks through the door of a clinic,
checks in at the check-in counter and goes to the waiting area to be called for examinations
and consultation. While waiting, the patient (P1) is seated relaxed with head steady in one
direction, which we are assuming as watching television. Then P1 takes out his cell phone
from the pocket to attend to a call while seated. The patient is then shown bending down
which can be read as a symptom of pain or discomfort. During the time, another patient
(P2) enters the clinic. P2 checks in at the check-in desk and carries a form to the seating
area. P1 and P2 waves as each other and P2 takes a seat near P1 and begins conversation
which involves some hand gestures. P1 raises hand possibly to a call by the nurse and leaves
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the room for examination or consultation. P1 is seen filling out the forms and walks to the
check-in desk to submit them. P2 walks to the magazine rack and picks up a magazine.
P2 walks back and takes a seat and starts reading the magazine. After a while P2 bends
backward and is shown taking a nap. Then P2 gets, swipes up hand to identify herself,
walks to the magazine rack to replace the magazine and walks out from the waiting room.
In our study, we are only considering the patient’s behavior at the waiting lounge. We
have identified few gestures during the wait time. That includes patient sitting in a chair
relaxed, sitting in the chair and inclined backward possibly sleeping, walking around in the
area to magazine rack or to a fellow patient, talking to a patient or to a friend who is ac-
companying, reading magazine or writing, waving with left or right hand, swiping hands up
probably to attend when called by name, talking over cell phone, in pain or discomfort. By
observation, the activities of the patients depend on the environmental context as well as
the amount of time spent waiting for the consultation with doctor. Figure 5.2 gives a design
of a simple layout which we are using for experimentation.
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Figure 5.2: The layout of clinic waiting lounge scene
Due to limitations of the tracking capability of Kinect v1, we have restricted the number
of person appearing at the scene to 2. Of course a real-life doctor’s clinic waiting scene
will involve many more number of person in the frame , more number of contexts and more
number of objects. Complex environments will include many more doors to other rooms and
exits, entrance doors, different kinds of waiting zones, different arrangements of furniture in
the area, kiosks, etc. There will be more social interactions between patients or other staff
members and many more varied emotions will be involved.
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5.4 Data Capturing Procedure
The data capturing procedure for the clinic waiting lounge scene is done using the Kinect
motion sensing input device. The raw data includes RGB, depth, IR video streams. We
are using Microsoft Kinect SDK which comes bundled with driver, runtime APIs, device
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Figure 5.2: Screen shots of the video capture of the clinic waiting area scene.
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interfaces and tools. It allows an application to initialize the Kinect sensor and receive the
RGB, Depth, and IR video streams from the sensor device. The RGB and Depth data are
stored in .xed file. The RGB and Depth data is further processed by our application Kinect-
Gestures for the realizing the goal of the research. After shooting the video, we connect our
application KinectGestures with the Kinect studio to export the RGB videos and run our ap-
plication. The GUI of KinectGestures tracking events of a single person is shown in figure 5.3.
A total of 29 individual human behaviors are recognized in the clinic waiting lounge scene.
That includes Patient (P1) behaviors (1 to 12) and Patient (P2) behaviors (13 to 29). Table
5.1 gives the semantic meaning of each individual behavior. The video length is approxi-
mately 172 seconds.
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Role Code Num Description
Pa
tie
nt
P1 1 Enter the door, walk to check-in desk
2 Standing, checks-in, talks to staff
3 Walks to sitting area, sits down
4 Sitting, watching television
5 Sitting, takes out cell phone and talks
6 Sitting, puts cell phone back and watches television
7 Sitting, bends forward showing pain or discomfort
8 Sitting, waving at another patient
9 Sitting, makes conversation with other patient
10 Sitting, swipes hand up to answer to name call
11 Stands up, waves goodbye
12 Walking, leaves the room
Pa
tie
nt
P2 13 Enter the door, walk to check-in desk
14 Standing, picks up form, talks to staff
15 Walks to waiting area with form in hand
16 Waves at other patient
17 Sitting, makes conversation and hand gestures
18 Sitting, fills out form
19 Sitting waves goodbye to other patient
20 Gets up, walks to check in to submit form
21 Walks to magazine rack
22 Standing, picks up magazine
23 Walks to the chair and sits down
24 Sitting, reads magazine
25 Sitting, puts magazine down and dozes off
26 Sitting, wakes up, swipes hand up to answer to name call
27 Stands up
28 Walks to magazine rack and replace magazine
29 Walks out of the waiting room to examination room
Table 5.1: Coding numbers and their description of the waiting lounge scene62
5.5 A Simple User Interface
To demonstrate the gesture and activity recognition capability of our application, we de-
signed a simple user interface that can help visualize the process of the system and the
output. The application takes the video we previously captured as .xed as the input file
and gives us the events that our system recognizes. The interface is divided in two halves,
the left side showing the RGB image sequence along with the skeleton joints which Kinect
recognizes and the right side showing the event sequences that are identified from the RGB
image . The right half also gives us some other information like the SkeletonID and User
height. Figure 5.3 shows 4 key frames. The first frame shows patient (P1) seated relaxed
in a chair in the waiting area. The second frame shows the P1 seated and talking over cell
phone. The third frame identifies a patient (P2) reading magazine or book. Lastly, the
fourth frame shows P2 bending backward possibly sleeping.
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Figure 5.3: Screen shots of the user interface of the application.
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5.6 Complex Activities Test bed and Prototype Imple-
mentation
We are using 12 complex activities (Table 5.2) as our experimental data in order to model
the sequential, concurrent and interleaved activities according to the CDAT framework.
Complex Activity
CAk
Atomic Activities γAi Context Attributes ρCi
Fetching coffee
(CA1)
A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9,
A11
C1, ¬C1, C2, C3, C9,
C13, C7, C6, C14
Using cell phone
(CA2)
A11, A1, A2, A10, A12, A13, A14,
A15, A16, A17, A32, A33, A45
C1, C2, ¬C1, C16, C11, C18
Leaving waiting
area for restrooms/
exiting (CA3)
A1, A2, A24 C10, C11, C2, ¬C1
Walks to another
patient to talk
(CA4)
A1, A2, A31, A17, A24 C1, C2, C19
Fetching food from
vending machine
(CA5)
A1, A2, A27, A28, A24, A29, A30,
A31, A20
C1, C4,¬C4, C2, C14,¬C1,
C15, C5, C8
Talks to person sit-
ting beside (CA6)
A32, A17, A11, A48 C1, C2, C16, C19
Drinking/ eating
(CA7)
A11, A23, A47
C1, C2, C16, C14, ¬C1,
C17
Leaving waiting
area for call by
nurse (CA8)
A1, A2, A25, A39 C1, C2, ¬C1, C12
Filling out forms
(CA9)
A11, A2, A35, A36, A37 C1, C2, C16, ¬C16
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Sleepy and taking a
nap (CA10)
A11, A21, A41, A42, A43 C1, C2, C16
Reading book/
magazine (CA11)
A11, A2, A1, A18, A19, A34, A26, A40,
A44
C1, C2, C16, C20
Shows pain/ dis-
comfort (CA12)
A11, A46, A22 C1, C2, C16
Table 5.2: List of Complex Activities
Table 5.3 and 5.4 gives the list of atomic activities and context attributes respectively
for the 12 complex activities
Atomic
Activity
Ai
Description
Atomic
Activity
Ai
Description
A1 Walking A25 Waving
A2 Standing A26 Turning pages
A3 Coffee mug A27 Vending machine
A4 Coffee machine A28 Cash/credit card
A5 Dispense coffee A29 Select item
A6 Creamer A30 Collect item
A7 Sugar A31 Collect change
A8 Stirrer A32 Talking
A9 Lid A33 Phone charger
A10 Detected with cell phone A34
Detected with book/ maga-
zine
A11 Sitting A35 Pen/ pencil
A12 Typing text messages A36 Forms
A13
Using power outlet for
charging
A37 Writing
A14 Playing cell phone games A38
Browsing through items in
vending machine
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A15 Using earphones A39 Swipe hand up
A16 Listening to music A40
Take out book/magazine
from bag
A17 Making hand gestures A41 Seated lying backward
A18 Magazine rack A42 Eyes shut
A19 Pick up magazine A43 Head tilt
A20 Bag/ purse A44 Placing magazine back
A21 Yawning A45 Browsing
A22 Makes aching gestures A46 Bending/ twisting
A23 Holding cup/ food A47 Lifting hand to mouth
A24
Swiping credit card/ Insert-
ing cash
A48 Hand shaking
A49 Dispense trash A50 Trash can
A51
Put book/ magazine back in
bag
Table 5.3: List of Atomic Activities
Context
Attribute
Ci
Description
Context
Attribute
Ci
Description
C1
Sitting area of waiting
lounge
C9 Coffee machine on
C2 Lights on C10 Direction to restroom
C3
Beverage center of waiting
lounge
C11 Direction to exit
C4
Vending machine area wait-
ing lounge
C12
Direction to examination
room
C5 Vending machine on C13 Direction to beverage area
C6 Coffee condiments present C14 Direction to sitting area
C7 Coffee mugs available C15
Items available in vending
machine
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C8
Direction to vending ma-
chine
C16 Chairs vacant
C17 Direction to trash bin C18 Power outlet present
C19 Other patients present C20 Magazines available
Table 5.4: List of Context Attributes
5.7 Probabilistic Data Analysis of test-bed
We combine domain knowledge with our experimental data to automatically compute the
probabilities of atomic activities, context attributes and the conditional and joint
probabilities for concurrent and interleaved activities. We use Markov Chains to discover
complex activity signatures. The knowledge gained is further used to update the activity
definitions and recalculate the weights that were previously set by domain knowledge. The
recomputed weights are then used to perform another set of experiments.
The probability calculations of atomic activities Pr(Ai) and context attributes Pr(Ci) for
our twelve complex activities are represented in bar graphs in Figure 5.4. We can clearly
observe that for a highly complex activity, for example, CA2 : Using cell phone, there is a
greater variation in probabilities of atomic activities and context attributes. Certain core
atomic activities have higher probabilities than the others. Whereas, some fairly less
complex activities like CA7: Drinking/ eating have constant probabilities of atomic
activities and context information. Weights are then recomputed according to the
probabilities of occurrence and sum up to 1 within a complex activity.
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Figure 5.4: (a) - (l): Probabilistic Analysis of Atomic Activities for each Complex Activity
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Recalculating weights for atomic activities and context attributes based on probability
analysis.
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Figure 5.5: (a) - (l): Probabilistic Analysis of Context Attributes for each Complex Activity
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Figure 5.6: (a) - (l): Recomputed Weights of Atomic Activities for each Complex Activity
based on Probability analysis
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Figure 5.7: (a) - (l): Recomputed weights of Context Attributes for each Complex Activity
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5.8 Discovering complex activity signatures and com-
puting path probabilities
Detecting complex activity signatures for individual user is important as each user performs
a single complex activity differently. Based on the probability calculations, we can build
complex activity signatures. There can be multiple paths of atomic activity chains within a
complex activity. Markov chains are used to derive activity signatures by calculating path
probabilities. Path can be defined as a sequence of states {x1, x2, ..., xt} at successive times
[50-52]. As given by authors [50-52], for a Markov chain {Xt}t≥1, path probability for any
path {x1, x2, ..., xt} can be given by equation 6.5,
Pr((X1, X2, ...Xt) = (x1, x2, ...xt) |X1 = x1) = px2x3 ... pxt−1xt (5.1)
According to Saguna et al.[25], probability of a path that is conditioned on the first value
can be calculated as the product of transitional probabilities (pij) between the successive
states of path. Hence, path probability can be given by equation 6.6,
Pr((X1, X2, ...Xt) = (x1, x2, ...xt)) = Pr(X1 = x1)px1x2px2x3 ... pxt−1xt (5.2)
Various activity paths can be defined for a user for a complex activity. The path with
highest path probability is considered to be the most relevant path for a complex activity.
Paths with lower probabilities can give information about the other various ways a user
performs a complex activity. It can also be used to study behavior according to various
contexts.
The path probabilities for context attributes can be computed using the equation above to
discover the most relevant context attributes signatures.
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We have developed a test bed of a patient performing the 12 complex activities defined
earlier in 30 different activity paths. The table 5.5 gives the most relevant complex activity
signatures and their path probabilities for our test bed.
Complex Activ-
ity CAk
Complex Activity Sig-
nature with Atomic
Activities γAi
Complex Activity Sig-
nature with Context
Attributes ρCi
Path Probabil-
ity (γAi) (ρCi)
Fetching coffee
(CA1)
A11 → A2 → A1 →
A3 → A4 → A5 →
A7 → A6 → A8 →
A9 → A23 → A1 →
A11
C1 → C2 → C13 →
¬C1 → C3 → C7 →
C9 → C6 → C14 → C1
(0.86) (0.91)
Using cell phone
(CA2)
A11 → A10 → A12 →
¬A12 → A32 → A17 →
¬A32 → A15 → A16 →
A45 → ¬A45 → A12
C1 → C2 → C16 (0.83) (0.95)
Leaving waiting
area for re-
strooms/ exiting
(CA3)
A11 → A10 → A2 →
A1 → A32 → A17
C2 → C1 → C11 →
¬C1
(0.87) (1.0)
Walks to another
patient to talk
(CA4)
A11 → A2 → A1 →
A25 → A1 → A48 →
A32
C1 → C2 → C19 (0.81) (0.96)
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Fetching food
from vending
machine (CA5)
A1 → A2 → A10 →
A32 → A2 → A27 →
A38 → A20 → A28 →
A24 → A29 → A30 →
A31 → A1 → A2 →
A11
C1 → C2 → C8 →
C1 → C4 → C5 →
C15 → ¬C4 → C14 →
C1
(0.97) (1.0)
Talks to person
sitting beside
(CA6)
A11 → A10 → A45 →
¬A45 → A32 → A48 →
A17 → A32 → ¬A32 →
A45
C1 → C2 → C16 →
C19
(0.98) (1.0)
Drinking/ eating
(CA7)
A11 → A23 → A47 →
A10 → A15 → A16 →
A45 → ¬ A47 →
¬A45 → A2 → A1 →
A50 → A49 → A1 →
A11
C1 → C2 → C16 →
C17 → C14
(0.83) (0.85)
Leaving waiting
area for call by
nurse (CA8)
A11 → A39 → A32 →
A34 → A2 → A1 →
A18 → A44 → A1
C1 → C2 → C12 →
¬C1
(0.94) (0.98)
Filling out forms
(CA9)
A11 → A36 → A20 →
A35 → A37 → A32 →
¬ A35
C1 → C2 → C16 (0.88) (0.81)
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Sleepy and tak-
ing a nap (CA10)
A11 → A34 → A26 →
¬A26 → A51 → A21 →
A41 → A43 → A42
C1 → C2 → C16 (0.82) (0.98)
Reading book/
magazine (CA11)
A11 → A2 → A1 →
A18 → A2 → A38 →
A19 → A26 → A44 →
A19 → A1 → A11 →
A34 → A26
C1 → C2 → C20 →
C16
(0.92) (0.87)
Shows pain/ dis-
comfort (CA12)
A11 → A22 → A46 C1 → C2 → C16 (0.81) (0.77)
Table 5.5: Complex Activity Signatures
5.9 Concurrent and Interleaved Activity Recognition
We compute the concurrent and interleaved activities from the associations of the atomic
activities by the joint probability calculations given in chapter 6.5.2. Figure 5.8 depicts
the concurrent and interleaved activities within our 12 complex activities using a heat map.
Clearly, we can see that the complex activity pairs (CA2, CA7), (CA7, CA11), (CA6, CA7)
have the highest values for concurrency and interleaving. Other complex activities such as
”Takes to person sitting beside” and ”Reading a book/ magazine” are also often performed
concurrently or interleaving in time with other complex activities.
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Figure 5.8: Heat map showing the concurrent and interleaving nature of the complex activ-
ities. The x-axis and the y-axis shows the complex activities.
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Chapter 6
Discussion and Conclusion
6.1 Thesis Summary
In-depth understanding of human behavior is a concept increasingly recognized in a wide
spectrum of communities including economic, business, social, and cultural domains. Apply-
ing complex activity recognition model to study human behavior more accurately during the
waiting periods of a clinical visit can help determine patient satisfaction scores and can prove
advantageous in improving the quality of health care in United States. In this research, we
use machine learning methodologies for addressing context-driven activity recognition prob-
lems and computer vision to study and interpret human behavior through the activities.
For the purpose of system validation, we developed a complex activity prototype with 12
commonly observed activities typically performed during a visit. We also captured a simple
video clip of a patient in a doctor’s clinic waiting lounge scene with a total 5170 frames
using a Kinect sensor. The shot is has been enacted by 2 people for the simplicity of the
application and shows 6 simple gestures. The Kinect sensor provides us with the 3D point
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clouds of the 20 joints which can be manipulated to study the activities performed by the
patient.
For the purpose of recognizing the sequential, concurrent and interleaved activities, Markov
chains have been used to discover complex activity signatures and to assign weights to the
atomic activities. Further, path probabilities are computed in order to recognize the most
relevant activity signatures for a complex activity to occur and also to determine concurrent
and interleaved multiple activities.
Along with the atomic activities, context attributes have also been considered with the
belief that environment context highly influences the activities performed by an individual.
The path probabilities of context attributes are derived similar to the path probabilities of
atomic activities.
From the extensive experimental results provided in the previous chapter, the Complex
Activity Recognition Framework has proved effective in realizing our target of modeling
sequential, concurrent and interleaved activities efficiently. It uses real-life situations and
probabilistic and Markov chain analysis to discover complex activity signatures. The litera-
ture says that the CDAT has proved to considerably reduces the training data to 66%, the
inference time by 32.5%, and achieves an accuracy as high as 95.73%.
6.2 Contributions
The research is designed to make the following contributions:
1. The research uses state-of-the-art/ off the shelf technology to capture gestures and
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body movements for human activity analysis.
2. To recognize and model not only isolated complex human activities but also complex
activities which are concurrent and interleaved in time. Validates the use of probabil-
ities analysis and statistical learning methods for human behavior understanding and
activity recognition.
3. The research also combines context information along with the complex activities to
formulate activity definitions based on real-life experimentation.
4. Sets up a data set of typical atomic behavior in clinic waiting lounge scene
5. A complex activity data set can be expanded using the developed framework, estab-
lished with the typical clinic’s waiting lounge scene.
6. The application can also incorporate other sensor readings like GPS, accelerometer,
wearable sensors, mobile sensors etc, for increasing accuracy of activity and context
information recognition.
7. The framework can support other multimodal features in the future like, voice recog-
nition, social roles, object recognition along with body motion features for a more
well-defined behavior analysis. It can also be extended to include face recognition such
as gaze, angry, sad, smile, happy, and other emotions.
8. The research can recognize simple body motions from joint types provided by Kinect
version 1 sensors. The feature extraction mechanism can be used to detect many other
features from the joint readings as well. For more accuracy, Kinect version 2 sensors
can be employed.
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9. The research provides a foundation for predicting satisfaction scores of patients in a
clinical visit based on real-time activity recognition.
6.3 Potential Applications
Our research demonstrates a study on patient’s at the limited area of waiting lounge. The
study can be used to analyze patient’s behavior during the entire flow of a clinical visit.
Patient-nurse and patient-physician interaction can prove helpful in the quality of health-
care provided. Apart from that, the study can have a potential value in various other crucial
domains, few of which are listed below:
1. Home based rehabilitation system
Automatic human activity monitoring can prove useful in monitoring patients suffer-
ing from traumatic brain injuries or disability [54]. Traditional rehabilitation systems
requires patients to visit clinics at a regular basis for scheduled evaluation and physical
therapy exercise. Such visits can be avoided with the use of rehabilitation systems.
They are home-based, self care units that can be used to monitor and instruct patients
during their therapy sessions and exercises. It can also be used as a stroke rehabilitation
therapy where patients after suffering from a stroke generally suffer from loss of coor-
dination and balance and need physical therapy sessions which includes coordination
and balance exercises [1].
2. Daily Life Activity Monitoring
Much work has been done in the area of building smart homes using stationary or
wearable sensors to track activities remotely. It can be useful for a working parents
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to track if a child is doing his/her homework or engaging in some other activities like
watching television or playing games. It can also be used as a entertainment systems to
recognize activities such as dance, sports, gaming, etc to enrich lifestyle. Surveillance
systems can be built for homes to automatically track intruders or other undeserved
activities. Falling detection is another critical aspect for safety which can be addressed
by our application. Activity recognition model can detect if a person falls off to the
ground that will need immediate attention.
3. Tracking learning progress of child with Autism Spectrum Disorder
A video-based interactive learning can prove useful for children with lower EQ and
IQ levels. Activity recognition help track the learning progress of a child. Every
child with Autism has his/her own uniqueness and personality. A goal based teaching
process can prove very significant in training a child. This application can be used for
automatically capturing, labeling, and connecting unusual moments for behaviors and
movements of individual child. As a parent, teacher, or caregiver this framework can
provide a tool to train individual child depending on his/her weaknesses and in turn
help to communicate and connect with children with autism.
4. Fitness Tracking
In recent years, sports industry has used activity recognition for tracking the fitness
quotient of the players. Wearable sensors can be employed to measure various factors
such as speed, accuracy, strength, and more. Activity trackers can also be used to
track activities like swimming, sleeping, walking, cycling, working in elliptical, weight
lifting, doing yoga or Pilates. Reflexes can also be tracked using activity recognition
which can be useful for training in sports like boxing, soccer and many others.
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5. Patient health monitoring
Activity based recognition model can be used by health-care providers and researchers
to monitor and diagnose patients continuously using data generated by wearable or
on-body, environmental and mobile sensors and tracking devices. It can prove more
effective that the short visits to the doctors. Patients suffering from Parkinson’s dis-
ease needs extended monitoring to track the symptoms. Activity recognition can help
doctors monitor daily activities of patients at homes to detect abnormalities in actions
remotely. It can also be helpful for families to keep track of elderly. To have a better
understanding, let us consider a scenario. An old man, living alone in his apartment,
turns on the oven to prepare his breakfast, however forgets to turn the oven off. A
tracking device can help providing a reminder to turn it off. It can even track whether
the person is taking the daily doze of medicine and food at proper times and can gener-
ate reports of his activities for his family. Patients with mental instability or mobility
functional disabilities also require constant monitoring which can be solved by activity
recognition.
6.4 Future Work
Although the technique presented in this thesis is one of the newest and most effective
approach for measuring satisfaction scores, it could be further developed in a number of
ways.
1. To design an activity recognition model that addresses the challenge of multiple resident
in the environment and ambiguity of interpretation which we have not considered in
our research.
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2. To incorporate facial and speech emotion recognition along with the body motion
features for an in-depth human behavior analysis.
3. To improve the recognition rates of the Type-1 and Type-2 behaviors.
4. To use Kinect Version 2 sensor in order to include more joint points and other im-
provements over the version 1 sensor that has been used for this research.
5. To explore the application with 3 or more,up to 6 people in the frame at a time.
6. To explore the application in other domains like building smart home, patient health
monitoring, learning progress tracking for a child, smart classrooms, intent and goal
recognition, home-based rehabilitation system and more.
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